
MFL Planning overview 

 Year 3 Year 4  Year 5 Year 6 

 

Autumn 

1 

 

Bonjour (Greetings) 

Letters and sounds work:  begin 

to teach individual letter sounds 

and the alphabet in order. 

Language learning/Grammar: 

Listen to songs to enjoy language 

and gain familiarity with spoken 

French. 

French life and culture: school 

life in France. 

 

 

Les Animaux (Animals) 

Letters and sounds work: 

concentrate on less common 

individual letter sounds and 

digraphs.  Use letter names 

to spell common words. 

Language 

learning/Grammar: Use 

animals and colours to learn 

about the position of 

adjectives in a sentence. 

French life and culture : 

Discuss photos from 

teacher’s summer holiday in 

France showing eg 

different foods and 

lifestyle. 

La famille (Family) 

Letters and sounds work: recap all 

individual letter sounds and 

common digraphs and trigraphs and 

use these to read common words. 

Language learning/Grammar: 

Writing sentences about the family 

using appropriate pronouns. 

French life and culture: What’s in 

the news in France (eg the refugee 

camp in Calais). 

En ville/ à l’école (Places in Town/ around school) 

Letters and sounds work 

Keep recapping all phonemes learned so far and 

use these to read/revise and learn French 

vocabulary. 

Language learning/Grammar: 

Recognising the names of common places around 

town and school and learning how to direct people 

to and from these using directional language.   

French life and culture: Commerce in French 

towns and villages: similarities and differences 

between British and French shops and shopping 

habits. 

SKILLS 
PROGRESSION 

Listen to simple rhymes and 

songs. 

Pronounce some letters of 

alphabet. 

Copy and recite familiar words. 
  

 

Identify patterns and 

sounds in rhymes and songs. 

Pronounce the letters of 

the alphabet accurately. 

Listen to and repeat an increasing 

range of words and phrases. 

Recall and use simple words and 

phrases. 

Start to engage in conversation, listening and then 

responding appropriately. 

Construct and pronounce some sentences 

accurately. 

 

Autumn 

2 

 

Comment ça va?  (How are you?) 

Letters and sounds work:  

additional individual letter sounds 

taught and the corresponding 

letter names. 

Language learning/Grammar: Join 

in with songs and finger rhymes 

to develop spoken French. 

Learn about masculine and 

feminine nouns. 

French life and culture: how do 

the French celebrate Christmas? 

Le temps (weather) 

Letters and sounds work: 

use phonemes, including 

digraphs, to pronounce 

given words.  Use letter 

names to spell children’s 

own words. 

Language 

learning/Grammar: Learn 

about masculine and 

feminine versions of 

different adjectives and 

how to agree these with 

Pronouns 

Letters and sounds work: use 

common digraphs and trigraphs to 

read known words. 

Language learning/Grammar: Learn 

to conjugate and use some regular 

verbs in the present tense.  

French life and culture: School 

life in France. 

Les loisirs (Hobbies)  

Letters and sounds work:continue to revise 

phonemes and use these to decode, pronounce and 

learn new vocabulary. 

Language learning/Grammar: Learn vocabulary 

associated with hobbies and use this, together 

with present tense verbs, to talk and write about 

preferences for spending spare time.  Also learn 

and use emotional language to convey enjoyment or 

boredom. 

French life and culture: Use newly acquired 

language to write and talk about how we like to 

spend the Christmas holidays and compare and 



given nouns.  

Singular/plural. 

French life and culture: 

look at some of the foods 

the French eat at 

Christmas.  

contrast this with what happens in France. 

SKILLS 
PROGRESSION 

Repeat simple familiar  words. 

Copy some key words. 

Repeat and pronounce 

simple words accurately. 

Identify initial and final letter 

sounds in familiar words. 

Read aloud using increasingly accurate 

pronunciation and intonation. 

Begin to use and write verbs. 

 

Spring 

1 

 

Using adjectives 

Letters and sounds work: 

continue to revise individual 

letter sounds and the 

corresponding letter names. 

Language learning/Grammar: 

Using un and une for nouns and 

adding one or more adjectives.  

Talk about French word order 

(adjectives usually go after the 

noun) and agreements. 

French life and culture: how do 

the French celebrate New Year? 

Les jours de la semaine / Le 

temps (Days of the week / 

weather) 

Letters and sounds work: 

use phonemes, including 

digraphs, to pronounce 

given words.    Language 

learning/Grammar: Learn 

the days of the week and 

different weather phrases.  

Use these to structure new 

sentences. 

Begin to learn regular 3rd 

person verb forms in the 

present tense. 

French life and culture:  

how do the French 

celebrate New Year? 

Quelle heure est-il?  (What’s the 

time?) 

Letters and sounds work: use 

common digraphs and trigraphs to 

read new vocabulary. 

Language learning/Grammar: Learn 

the irregular verbs être and avoir 

in the present tense. 

French life and culture: Learn 

about la Fête de l’Epiphanie and 

celebrate with une Galette des 

Rois.  Listen to some French rap to 

help learn different verb forms! 

 

Comment suis-je? 

Letters and sounds work: concentrate on common 

and less common digraphs and trigraphs and any 

alternative pronunciations (homographs). 

Language learning/Grammar: Learn the 

vocabulary to describe both physical appearance 

and personality.  Use this to speak and write a 

short paragraph to introduce yourself or other 

people. 

French life and culture: Learn about what the 

French have for breakfast and use this to help set 

up and run a French Breakfast Café in school.  

What’s in the news in France. 

SKILLS 
PROGRESSION 

Match simple words to pictures 

and objects. 

Write key words identified for a 

topic (eg colours). 

 

Start to describe people 

using familiar words. 

Identify sounds and spell simple 

words. 

Read and pronounce familiar words 

and phrases accurately. 

Start to write simple phrases. 

Identify and spell an increasing number of words 

accurately. 

Compare and contrast people or places using 

sentences. 

 

Spring 

2 

 

Les numéros (Numbers to 20) 

Letters and sounds work: 

introduce common digraphs with 

corresponding phonemes. 

Language learning/Grammar: 

Reinforce use of colours as 

adjectives; learn vocabulary for 

Les mois de l’année (Months 

of the year) 

Letters and sounds work: 

introduce alternative 

digraphs for the same 

phonemes – eg er, ez, et, es 

and use these in context.   

Manger et Boire (Food and drink) 

Letters and sounds work: 

introduce new digraphs and 

trigraphs and use these to read 

new vocabulary. 

Language learning/Grammar: 

Structuring sentences correctly: 

SATs boosting 



some classroom objects; 

introduce asking and answering 

simple questions – eg C’est une 

colle?  Oui, c’est une colle / Non, 

ce n’est pas une colle. 

French life and culture: learn 

about the Eiffel Tower. 

Language 

learning/Grammar: Learn 

prepositional phrases to 

begin a sentence (eg In my 

bag…  In my garden…In my 

bedroom… At my house…  .  

Use and write the date in 

French. 

French life and culture: 

exploring the Dordogne – 

the geography, the history, 

the tourist attractions… 

agreements for eg pronouns/verbs 

and nouns/adjectives. 

French life and culture: French 

food and drink. including regional 

specialities (eg foie gras). 

SKILLS 
PROGRESSION 

Read some key words using 

sounds that have been practised. 

 

Respond to simple questions 

about pictures and objects. 

 

Describe people and places using 

words and phrases. 

Write and spell simple adjectives. 

 

 

Summe

r 1 

 

Le corps (Parts of the body) 

Letters and sounds work: 

introduce additional digraphs with 

corresponding phonemes. 

Language learning/Grammar: Use 

language skills to hold short 

conversations (eg Hello/How are 

you?/What is your name?) 

French life and culture: learn 

about more  famous Parisian 

landmarks. 

Les vêtements (Clothes) 

Letter and sounds work: 

introduce  alternative 

digraphs for the same 

phonemes – eg er, ez, et, es 

and use these in context.  

Introduce trigraphs. 

Language 

learning/Grammar: Use 

clothes to learn about 

different determiners 

including definite and 

indefinite articles and 

possessive pronouns 

French life and culture: 

Learn about the cities of 

Marseilles and Nantes. 

Adjectives 

Letters and sounds work: use 

letter sounds, digraphs and 

trigraphs to build known words and 

read new vocabulary. 

Language learning/Grammar: Learn 

a larger range of adjectives; which 

go before and which after the 

noun.  Children to use these to 

write their own detailed sentences 

in French. 

French life and culture: What is 

secondary school like in France? 

 

SATs boosting 

SKILLS 
PROGRESSION 

Choose simple words to describe 

an object (eg size / colour). 

 

  

 

Identify an increasing 

range of word families. 

Ask and respond to simple 

questions about pictures and what 

is heard and said. 

Identify words as masculine or 

feminine. 

 



 

 

 

Summe

r 2 

 

Asking and answering questions in 

French 

Letters and sounds work: 

concentrate on less common 

individual letter sounds and 

digraphs. 

Language learning/Grammar: Use 

spoken French in a variety of 

contexts (eg joining in 

songs/rhymes/asking and 

answering questions for a game). 

French life and culture: listen to 

work by French composers and 

investigate the work of some 

French artists. 

La belle France 

Letters and sounds work: 

recap all individual letter 

sounds and common 

digraphs and trigraphs and 

use these to read common 

words. 

Language 

learning/Grammar: 

Consolidate grammar points 

and vocabulary taught 

throughout the year. 

French life and culture: 

Learn to compare and 

contrast different French 

cities.  Similarities and 

differences with British 

cities. 

 

Le lycée 

Letters and sounds work: use 

letter sounds, digraphs and  

trigraphs – some of which have 

alternative pronunciations -  to 

build known words and read new 

vocabulary. 

Language learning/Grammar: 

Consolidate grammar points and 

vocabulary taught throughout the 

year. 

French life and culture: What’s in 

the news in France. 

 

Dates and Times in French 

Letters and sounds work: concentrate on common 

and less common digraphs and trigraphs and any 

alternative pronunciations (homographs). 

Language learning/Grammar: 

Revise telling the time in French and vocabulary 

associated with dates (days of the week; months 

of the year; how to say the date in French).  Use 

these in a variety of ways to write sentences with 

adverbial phrases to say what you did when. 

French life and culture: What’s in the news in 

France: hold a discussion on a current French news 

story.  What are the main points?  What does this 

tell you about the French/living in France.  

Similarities and differences to the British?  

(Possible cross curricular work with British 

Values). 

SKILLS 
PROGRESSION 

Listen to and repeat simple words 

and phrases. 

Write and spell some familiar 

nouns – eg chat. 

Use a dictionary to find 

simple nouns. 

Use an increasing range of 

adjectives. 

Use a dictionary to find adjectives. 

Use basic language structures to speak in simple 

sentences, including expressing opinion. 

 

 


